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FAILED LINE? WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK

It might surprise you to know that you’re in good company. 61% of dental practices who test their water have at least one failed line. This can happen for many common
reasons, but the fact that you are testing your lines shows your office values a high standard of care.
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It is important, however, to appreciate this result and take the necessary actions to remedy any failures. First, make sure you understand your results. Read the explanations
below and then take the steps suggested based on your line’s safety
level. Our
team is always here to help. If you have any questions about your results or the best practices
Practice
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for DUWL maintenance, we will work with you until you pass. Our experts can help your team understand why you failed and improve procedures regardless of what
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treatment product you’re using so your patients and practice are safe.
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The results are measured against the CDC and ADA standard for safe
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to (≤) 500 CFU/mL. If your microbial count is 501 CFU/mL or greater, your line will receive a Fail. If it is
500 or below, the CDC classifies this level as acceptable for patient care and your line receives a Pass.
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ProEdge Dental Water Labs approves the following results as
accurate and complete utilizing our proven neutralization methods.
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NOTE: If your source water fails, contact our team to help determine the best possible solution.
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TESTING ACCURACY
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test is completely reliable. Our test includes 3rd-party validated neutralization methods for precise microbial counts (learn more at ProEdgeDental.com/Neutralization) and
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TNTC = Too Numerous to Count. QNS = Quantity Not Sufficient (of sample water). Pass / Fail results are based on the ≤ 500 CFU/mL standard set by the CDC and ADA.
*Safety Level: Red = Immediate Shock & Retest | Yellow = Immediate Shock | Green = Continue Treatment Protocol. See attached document “Understanding Your Report” for more information.
ProEdge Dental Water Labs neutralization methods have been validated by an independent research lab following ASTM E1054-08. For full reports, visit ProEdgeDental.com.

